
Key Takeaways

• The ALPS Active REIT ETF (REIT ETF) provided 54 basis points (bps) of outperformance vs its benchmark over the past month, driven by 
strong returns from industrial and residential subcategories.

• Year-to-date (YTD) 2022, REIT ETF has provided 364 bps of outperformance vs its benchmark; 102 bps from subcategory allocation, and  
262 bps to security selection.

• After a challenging first half of the year, REITs bounced back in July, as the FTSE Nareit Equity REITs index rose 9.06 percent for the month, 
erasing nearly half of 2022’s YTD losses. 

• REITs have generally reported robust 2Q earnings with continued strong operating fundamentals, while investors appear to have priced in 
the effects of the Federal Reserve’s (the Fed) monetary policy.

Performance Notes

• REIT ETF provided 54 bps of outperformance vs its benchmark 
over the past month, driven by strong returns from industrial  
and residential subcategories.

• YTD 2022, REIT ETF has provided 364 bps of outperformance vs its 
benchmark; 102 bps from subcategory allocation, and 262 bps to 
security selection.

• Since inception, REIT ETF has outperformed its benchmark by  
125 bps on annualized basis.

• Valuations – REIT ETF has a 10.0% lower valuation than its 
benchmark; its price-to-funds-from-operations (P/FFO) is 26.83  
vs 29.73 for its benchmark.
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ACTIVE AND FLEXIBLE INVESTMENT APPROACH

This ETF is different from traditional ETFs. 

Traditional ETFs tell the public what assets they hold each day. This ETF will not. This may create additional risks for your investment. For example:

• You may have to pay more money to trade the ETF’s shares. This ETF will provide less information to traders, who tend to charge more for trades when they 
have less information. 

• The price you pay to buy ETF shares on an exchange may not match the value of the ETF’s portfolio. The same is true when you sell shares. These price 
differences may be greater for this ETF compared to other ETFs because it provides less information to traders. 

• These additional risks may be even greater in bad or uncertain market conditions. 

• The ETF will publish on its website each day a “Portfolio Reference Basket” designed to help trading in shares of the ETF. While the Portfolio Reference Basket 
includes all the names of the ETF’s holdings, it is not the ETF’s actual portfolio. 

The differences between this ETF and other ETFs may also have advantages. By keeping certain information about the ETF portfolio secret, this ETF may face less 
risk that other traders can predict or copy its investment strategy. This may improve the ETF’s performance. If other traders are able to copy or predict the ETF’s 
investment strategy, however, this may hurt the ETF’s performance. 

For additional information regarding the unique attributes and risks of the ETF, see the fund’s prospectus.

Performance Summary

As of 7/31/2022
Performance data quoted represents past performance. Past 
performance is no guarantee of future results so that shares, when 
redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. 
The investment return and principal value will fluctuate. Current 
performance may be higher or lower than the performance quoted. 
For current month-end performance call 1-866-759-5679 or visit 
www.alpsfunds.com. Performance includes reinvested distributions 
and capital gains. 
For standardized performance please see page 3.

Jul-22 YTD 1 Y

REIT ETF (NAV) 9.51% -9.40% -1.50%

S&P USA REIT Index 8.97% -13.04% -2.53%
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Portfolio Highlights

Rexford Industrial Realty Inc. (REXR) Continues Property Acquisition Spree
Rexford acquired seven warehouse properties in July, bringing its total investments YTD to $1.6 Billion.  With a real 
estate portfolio of 300+ warehouse properties comprising over 40 million square feet, Rexford Industrial invests in and 
operates warehouse properties in Southern California, one of the largest warehouse markets in the world. 

Equinix Inc. (EQIX) Grows 2Q Revenue 10% and AFFO 9.4%
Equinix results reflect a steady growth in colocation and inter-connection revenues. Revenue improved 10% 
year-over-year for the quarter, marking the 78th consecutive quarter of top-line growth, and adjusted funds from 
operations (AFFO) grew 9.4%. Founded in Silicon Valley in 1998 as a vendor-neutral multitenant data center provider 
where competing networks could securely connect and share data traffic, the company’s name reflects its focus on 
EQUality, Neutrality and Internet eXchange—Equinix.

AvalonBay Communities, Inc. (AVB) - Rising Home Prices May Help Avalon Bay
AvalonBay is an apartment REIT that operates 280+ properties with 83,000 units in urban growth areas in California, 
Pacific Northwest, Northeast and the mid-Atlantic. As apartment rentals and home prices tend to correlate, the 
rising costs of single-family homes in these markets may be keeping current tenants in apartments longer. With high 
occupancy rates, AvalonBay may be positioned to raise rental rates with existing tenants, which could lead to higher 
revenues and AFFO.

Public Storage (PSA) Grows 2Q Revenue 24.45%, FFO up 26.7% on Higher Rents and Expansion Efforts
Public Storage results reflect an improvement in the realized annual rent per available square foot in 2Q. The company 
also benefited from its expansion efforts through acquisitions, developments and extensions. In 2Q, Public Storage 
has acquired 10 facilities comprising 0.7 million square feet. Since the end of 2Q, the company has announced 
additional acquisitions of 24 self-storage facilities with 1.7 million square feet.

Prologis Inc. (PLD) - Marks ‘Unprecedented’ Rise in Rental Growth in 2Q and Strong Outlook
“The pandemic drove record demand for the past two years, which translated into all-time low vacancies and 
unprecedented rent growth,” Hamid Moghadam, CEO and co-founder of Prologis, said in the company’s second-
quarter earnings report. Retailer inventory-to-sales ratios have dropped 22% to multi-decade lows, from 1.6 in 1992 to 
1.25 in 2022, providing significant demand for additional warehouse capacity. Prologis, Inc. is the largest industrial real 
estate company in the world, with 4,700 facilities comprised of over 1.0 billion square feet of warehouse space.

REIT ETF vs Benchmark Sub Category Allocations

Sources: SS&C ALPS Advisors, Bloomberg, as of 7/31/2022
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
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REIT Returns by Subcategory – Pre-COVID-19 to July 2022
The returns by subcategory from pre-COVID-19 to 7/31/2022 reflect an economy in transition. Longer term secular trends may provide tailwinds for 
REITs, such as cloud computing (Data Center REITs), wireless communications/5G buildout (Infrastructure REITs), ecommerce growth and supply chain 
transformation (Industrial REITs) and population migration to lower cost geographies (Residential REITs, Self Storage REITs). In contrast, several secular 
trends may provide significant headwinds for REITs, such as work from home (Office REITs) and ecommerce growth (Retail REITs). An active and flexible 
approach may provide portfolio allocations that reflect the economic transformation. 

Source: Morningstar, as of 7/31/2022. REIT index definitions: Self Storage REITs - FTSE Nareit Eqty Self Storage TR; Industrial REITs - FTSE Nareit Eqty Industrial TR; 
Specialty REITs - FTSE Nareit Equity Specialty TR; Infrastructure REITs - FTSE Nareit Infrastructure REITs TR; Data Center REITs - FTSE Nareit Equity Data Centers TR; 
Residential REITs - FTSE Nareit Eqty Residential TR; Equity REITs - FTSE Nareit Equity REITs TR; Retail REITs - FTSE Nareit Eqty Retail TR; Lodging/Resorts REITs - FTSE 
Nareit Eqty Lodging/Resorts TR; Health Care REITs - FTSE Nareit Eqty Health Care TR; Diversified  REITs - FTSE Nareit Eqty Diversified TR; Office REITs - FTSE Nareit 
Eqty Office TR.  Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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ALPS Active REIT ETF (REIT) Performance 

Cumulative  
as of 7/31/2022

Annualized  
as of 6/30/2022

Total Returns 1 M 3 M YTD SI1 1 Y SI1

NAV (Net Asset Value) 9.51% -2.65% -9.40% 19.70% -5.60% 6.85%

Market Price 9.79% -2.37% -9.53% 19.96% -5.70% 6.82%

S&P USA REIT Index 8.97% -5.23% -13.04% 17.83% -6.20% 5.99%

Performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance is no guarantee of future results so that shares, when redeemed, may 
be worth more or less than their original cost. The investment return and principal value will fluctuate. Current performance may be higher or 
lower than the performance quoted. For current month-end performance call 1-866-759-5679 or visit www.alpsfunds.com. Performance includes 
reinvested distributions and capital gains.
Market Price is based on the midpoint of the bid/ask spread at 4 p.m. ET and does not represent the returns an investor would receive if shares were traded at 
other times.
1  Fund inception date: 2/25/2021
Total Operating Expenses: 0.68%

REIT Returns by Subcategory
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1-866-759-5679

Top 10 Proxy Basket
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Important Disclosures & Definitions 

An investor should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. To obtain a prospectus containing 
this and other information, call 1-866-759-5679 or visit www.alpsfunds.com. Read the prospectus carefully before investing.
Shares are not individually redeemable. Investors buy and sell shares on a secondary market. Only market makers or “authorized participants” 
may trade directly with the Fund, typically in blocks of 5,000, 25,000 or 50,000 shares.
Because the shares are traded in the secondary market, a broker may charge a commission to execute a transaction in shares, and an investor also may incur 
the cost of the spread between the price at which a dealer will buy shares and the somewhat higher price at which a dealer will sell shares.
Performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance is no guarantee of future results; current performance may be higher or lower than 
performance quoted.
All investments are subject to risks, including the loss of money and the possible loss of the entire principal amount invested. Additional information regarding 
the risks of this investment is available in the prospectus.
Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses.
Ownership of real estate is subject to fluctuations in the value of underlying properties, the impact of economic conditions on real estate values, the strength 
of specific industries renting properties and defaults by borrowers or tenants. Real estate is a cyclical business, highly sensitive to general and local economic 
conditions and developments, and characterized by intense competition and periodic overbuilding. Credit and interest rate risk may affect real estate 
companies’ ability to borrow or lend money.
The Fund publishes a daily Proxy Portfolio, a basket of securities designed to closely track the daily performance of the actual portfolio holdings. While the Proxy 
Portfolio includes some of the Fund’s holdings, it is not the actual portfolio. Daily portfolio statistics will be provided as an indication of the similarities and 
differences between the Proxy Portfolio and the actual holdings. The Proxy Portfolio and other metrics, including Guardrail Amount, are intended to provide 
investors and traders with enough information to encourage transactions that help keep the Fund’s market price close to its NAV. There is a risk that market 
prices will differ from the NAV, ETFs trading on the basis of a Proxy Portfolio may trade at a wider bid/ask spread than shares of ETFs that publish their portfolios 
on a daily basis, especially during periods of market disruption or volatility and, therefore, may cost investors more to trade.
Although the Fund seeks to benefit from keeping its portfolio information confidential, market participants may attempt to use publicly available information to identify 
the Fund’s investment and trading strategy. If successful, these trading practices may have the potential to reduce the efficiency and performance of the Fund.
The Fund will primarily invest in publicly traded common equity securities of US REITs. The Fund may also invest a portion of its assets in publicly traded common 
equity of US real estate operating companies (not structured as REITs), publicly traded preferred equity of US REITs and real estate operating companies, and 
cash and cash equivalents. 
The Fund’s bid-ask spreads and premiums/discounts may be larger than those for traditional ETFs due to the lack of transparency, thus making trading in the 
Fund’s shares more expensive.
Basis Point (bps): a unit that is equal to 1/100th of 1% and is used to denote the change in a financial instrument.
Price/Funds from Operations (P/FFO) Ratio: a valuation ratio of a company’s current share price compared to its per-share funds from operations. 
Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT): companies that own or finance income-producing real estate across a range of property sectors. Listed REITs have 
characteristics of both the income potential of bonds and growth potential of stocks.
S&P USA REIT Index: defines and measures the investable universe of publicly traded real estate investment trusts (REITs) domiciled in the United States. One may 
not invest directly in an index.
ALPS Advisors, Inc. is the investment adviser to the Fund and GSI Capital Advisors, LLC is the investment sub-adviser to the Fund. ALPS Advisors, Inc. and ALPS 
Portfolio Solutions Distributor, Inc., affiliated entities, are unaffiliated with GSI Capital Advisors, LLC.
ALPS Portfolio Solutions Distributor, Inc. is the distributor for the Fund.
Not FDIC Insured • No Bank Guarantee • May Lose Value 
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Public Storage 6.45%

Equity Residential 6.31%

Equinix Inc. 6.18%

Realty Income Corp. 5.63%

Healthpeak Properties Inc. 5.40%

Duke Realty Corp. 5.35%

Simon Property Group Inc. 5.24%

Prologis Inc. 4.94%

VICI Properties Inc. 4.33%

Invitation Homes Inc. 3.97%

Source: SS&C ALPS Advisors, as of 7/31/2022, subject to change


